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Practical Guide to MIMO Radio Channel: with MATLAB ExamplesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book provides an excellent reference to the MIMO radio channel
	
		In this book, the authors introduce the concept of the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) radio channel, which is an intelligent communication method based upon using multiple antennas. Moreover, the authors provide a summary of the current channel...
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Intrusion Detection with SNORT: Advanced IDS Techniques Using SNORT, Apache, MySQL, PHP, and ACIDPrentice Hall, 2003
 Protect your network with Snort: the high-performance, open source IDS 

 Snort gives network administrators an open source intrusion detection system that outperforms proprietary alternatives. Now, Rafeeq Ur Rehman explains and simplifies every aspect of deploying and managing Snort in your network. You'll discover how to monitor all...
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Lean Combustion: Technology and ControlAcademic Press, 2007
Combustion under sufficiently fuel-lean conditions can have the desirable attributes of high efficiency and low emissions, this being particularly important in light of recent and rapid increases in the cost of fossil fuels and concerns over the links between combustion and global climate change. Lean Combustion is an eminently authoritative,...
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GIS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool technology that has been called “geography on steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your neighborhood or tells you where the nearest McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to locate geographic...
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LighttpdPackt Publishing, 2008
LightTPD is a secure, flexible, and most importantly, light web server designed and optimized for high performance environments. It is open-source and licensed under the revised BSD license. Its event-driven architecture optimized for a large number of parallel connections, its advanced features (FastCGI, CGI, Auth, Output Compression, URL...
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R Cookbook (O'Reilly Cookbooks)O'Reilly, 2011

	R is a powerful tool for statistics, graphics, and statistical programming. It is used by tens of thousands of people daily to perform serious statistical analyses. It is a free, open source system whose implementation is the collective accomplishment of many intelligent, hard-working people. There are more than 2,000 available add-ons, and R...
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Introduction to 64 Bit Intel Assembly Language Programming for LinuxCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011


	The Intel CPU architecture has evolved over 3 decades from a 1 6 bit

	CPU with no memory protection, through a period with 32 bit processors

	with sophisticated architectures into the current series of processors which

	support all the old modes of operation in addition to a greatly expanded

	64 bit mode of operation. Assembly...
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Zend Framework 2 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you are pretty handy with PHP, this book is the perfect way to access and understand the features of Zend Framework 2. You can dip into the recipes as you wish and learn at your own pace.


	Overview

	
		Recipes to help you create, test, and optimize your applications
	
		A useful guide for PHP...
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Sas 9.1 Sql Query Window: User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
Complete with step-by-step examples, this guide will teach you basic query concepts, how to perform basic queries on single and multiple tables, how to use advanced SQL Query window features, and much more.

Step-by-step examples are you guide as you use the windowing interface to the SQL procedure. The SQL Query window supports the PROC...
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The Protocols (TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1)Addison Wesley, 1993
TCP/IP Illustrated is a complete and detailed guide to the entire TCP/IP protocol suite-with an important difference from other books on the subject. Rather than just describing what the RFCs say the protocol suite should do, this unique book uses a popular diagnostic tool so you may actually watch the protocols in action.By...
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Learning Nessus for Penetration TestingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master how to perform IT infrastructure security vulnerability assessments using Nessus with tips and insights from real-world challenges faced during vulnerability assessment


	Overview

	
		Understand the basics of vulnerability assessment and penetration testing as well as the different types of testing

...
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Bash Cookbook: Leverage Bash scripting to automate daily tasks and improve productivityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create simple to advanced shell scripts and enhance your system functionality with effective recipes

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate tedious and repetitive tasks
	
			Create several novel applications ranging from a simple IRC logger to a Web Scraper
	
			Manage your system...
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